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YEAR
WARRANTY

Hanging rail integrated in side strip - suitable for recessed ceilings using a side strip

Hanging rail integrated in corner profile - suitable for recessed ceilings that don’t use a side strip

The Art Strip is the picture hanging system that may be hidden in a recessed ceiling. It replaces the side strip which is

When recessed ceilings are installed during a building project without side strips, then the Ceiling Strip offers many

used for the installation of recessed ceilings. During a tear-down phase or renovation work, the Art Strip can be

benefits. The Ceiling Strip replaces the corner profile used in recessed ceilings, and at the same time, creates a

installed at the same time as the recessed ceiling. The corner profile for the recessed ceiling is then mounted to the

completely invisible picture hanging system. When this ceiling system is installed, the only element that is visible is

Art Strip. When you mount the Art Strip during the installation of recessed ceilings, you will have a picture hanging

a discreet shadow line along the edge of the recessed ceiling where the flexible picture hanging system is hidden.

system available throughout the entire space, giving you a flexible way to decorate the walls. The Twister hanging

This shadow line can also camouflage any imperfections in the wall, such as those masked by a side strip. Thanks

cords may be clicked into any desired location in the rail next to the recessed ceiling.

to the integration of the corner bracket and hanging system, the Twister gliders on the hanging cord also disappear
completely into the ceiling: the hanging system is fully integrated and not visible.

RAIL

FASTENER MATERIAL

RAIL

ARTICLE NO.

installation
video

FISCHER UX 5 x 30 R UNIVERSAL PLUG 5 mm

9.4931

SCREW 3,5 mm x 45 mm

9.4929

SCREW METAL STUD 3,5 mm x 38 mm

9.4928

4 SCREWS PER m
.

ART STRIP - BLACK
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4 SCREWS / M

05.07310
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ARTICLE NO. 300 cm
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ARTICLE NO. 300 cm

CEILING STRIP - WHITE
RAL 9010

CEILING STRIP WHITE PRIMER
RAL 9016

05.08320

05.08330

installation video
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